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Abstract
The default network of the human brain has drawn much attention due to its relevance to various
brain disorders, cognition, and behavior. However, its functional components and boundaries have
not been precisely defined. There is no consensus as to whether the precuneus, a hub in the
functional connectome, acts as part of the default network. This discrepancy is more critical for
brain development and aging studies: it is not clear whether age has a stronger impact on the
default network or precuneus, or both. We used Generalized Ranking and Averaging Independent
Component Analysis by Reproducibility (gRAICAR) to investigate the lifespan trajectories of
intrinsic functional networks. By estimating individual-specific spatial components and aligning
them across subjects, gRAICAR measures the spatial variation of component maps across a
population without constraining the same components to appear in every subject. In a cross-
lifespan fMRI dataset (N=126, 7-85 years old), we observed stronger age dependence in the
spatial pattern of a precuneus-dorsal posterior cingulate cortex network compared to the default
network, despite the fact that the two networks exhibit considerable spatial overlap and temporal
correlation. These results remained even when analyses were restricted to a subpopulation with
very similar head motion across age. Our analyses further showed that the two networks tend to
merge with increasing age. Post-hoc analyses of functional connectivity confirmed the
distinguishable cross-lifespan trajectories between the two networks. Based on these observations,
we proposed a dynamic model of cross-lifespan functional segregation and integration between
the two networks, suggesting that the precuneus network may have a different functional role than
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the default network, which declines with age. These findings have implications for understanding
the functional roles of the default network, gaining insight into its dynamics throughout life, and
guiding interpretation of alterations in brain disorders.
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default network; precuneus; independent component analysis; lifespan trajectory; functional
connectome; gRAICAR

INTRODUCTION
The default network, or default mode network (DMN), has emerged as an important
signature for characterizing human brain function (Bullmore and Sporns, 2012; Raichle et
al., 2001; Raichle and Snyder, 2007) especially during unconstrained mental activity
(Andrews-Hanna et al., 2010). It is controlled by genetic factors (Glahn et al., 2010) and
targeted by various neurodegenerative and psychiatric diseases (Broyd et al., 2009; Zhang
and Raichle, 2010). The posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) has been proposed as a hub region
connecting subsystems in the DMN (Andrews-Hanna et al., 2010; Buckner et al., 2008). The
PCC shows extensive anatomical projections to an adjacent structure, the precuneus (PCU).
Together with the retrosplenial cortex, these two regions form a structural and functional
hub in the brain connectome (Fransson and Marrelec, 2008; Hagmann et al., 2008).

Due to apparent anatomical and functional proximity of the PCU and PCC, most resting-
state fMRI studies consider these two regions together as a posterior element of the DMN.
Nonetheless, Buckner et al. (2008) suggested that the PCU (BA 7m) may not be a part of the
DMN because the medial temporal lobe regions in the DMN that strongly connect to the
PCC show minimal connections to BA 7m (Cavada and Goldman-Rakic, 1989; Leichnetz,
2001). Indeed, a growing number of studies have demonstrated a potential differentiation
between PCU- and PCC-based networks. ICA-based studies such as Zuo et al. (2010;
Appendix C) and Stevens et al. (Stevens et al., 2009) have demonstrated the presence of
differentiable networks at PCU. More fine-grained parcellations of the PCU and DMN have
also been accomplished using graph-theoretical approaches (Andrews-Hanna et al., 2010),
seed-based correlation analysis (Cauda et al., 2010; Margulies et al., 2009; Zhang and Li,
2012) and data-driven clustering approaches (Power et al., 2011; Yeo et al., 2011).

While the functional dissociation between the PCU and DMN is becoming clearer in healthy
young populations, discrepancies regarding the roles of PCU and DMN are present in the
literature on brain development (Power et al., 2010) and aging (Andrews-Hanna et al.,
2007). While a large body of literature showed aging effects on overall DMN functional
connectivity (Damoiseaux et al., 2008; Esposito et al., 2008; Koch et al., 2010; Mevel et al.,
2013; Sala-Llonch et al., 2012), some studies demonstrated that these changes may in fact be
localized as part of the DMN, especially the PCC and PCU (Schlee et al., 2012; Tomasi and
Volkow, 2012; Zuo et al., 2012). Since the PCU strongly co-varies with the PCC in resting-
state fMRI data and thus is frequently interpreted as a posterior component of the DMN, it is
not clear whether age has stronger impact on the DMN or PCU, or both. Importantly, an 8-
year follow-up PET study with measure of cerebral blood flow showed that the PCU
exhibited longitudinally decreased activity with normal aging, while activity in core regions
of the DMN, including the PCC and medial prefrontal cortex, remained stable (Beason-Held
et al., 2009). These findings suggest that the functional activity of the DMN and PCU may
have different chronological dynamics across the human lifespan. Therefore, a more
thorough investigation is necessary to disentangle the lifespan trajectories of the PCU and
DMN.
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In this study, we conducted a systematic investigation of the lifespan dynamics of the PCU
and DMN using 126 subjects (aged 7 to 85) scanned at a single site. Two major challenges
in the investigation of lifespan changes of functional networks are: first, the functional
boundary between the PCU and PCC is not clear-cut, so that there is no pre-defined regions
of interest for a direct comparison; second, the degree of network segregation between the
PCU and DMN, as well as the number of networks present in a given subject, cannot be
assumed identical across the lifespan. Thus, averaging data from a group of subjects is not
the proper (or at least not the best) strategy. To address these challenges, we used a network-
mining tool, generalized ranking and averaging independent component analysis by
reproducibility (gRAICAR) (Yang et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2012). A strength of gRAICAR
is that it calculates spatial components for each subject separately and then uses an efficient
network-matching algorithm to infer the correspondence of the spatial components between
subjects. This feature allows gRAICAR to quantify the consistency of spatial components
across a group of subjects without making any assumptions about which brain regions
should connect with which others at the group level.

Applying gRAICAR to the lifespan dataset, we present the first evidence showing that the
functional segregation of a PCU-dominated intrinsic connectivity network from the DMN is
age-dependent. We further present complementary functional connectivity analyses to
confirm and interpret this finding.

METHODS
NKI Lifespan Sample and MR Imaging

The initial release of the Nathan Kline Institute/Rockland Sample (NKI-RS) (Nooner et al.,
2012) included 207 participants who all underwent multimodal brain scans, semi-structured
diagnostic psychiatric interviews, and a battery of psychiatric assessments (http://
fcon_1000.projects.nitrc.org/indi/pro/nki.html). In the current study, 126 right-handed
subjects (age range: 7-85 years; 68 males) were selected from the NKI-RS sample after
excluding subjects with diagnosed mental disorders or unusable anatomical images due to
excessive head motion. For functional images, only subjects with estimated mean frame-
wise displacement (meanFD, Power et al. 2012a) < 0.5 mm were used.

The data were collected according to protocols approved by the institutional review board of
the Nathan Kline Institute. MRI data were acquired on a 3.0T SIEMENS Trio scanner. Each
subject completed a 10-min resting state fMRI scan using an echo-planar imaging (EPI)
sequence (TR/TE = 2500/30 ms, FA = 80°, FOV = 216 mm, matrix = 64 × 64, slices = 38,
thickness = 3.0 mm, 260 volumes). High-resolution T1-weighted images were also acquired
for each subject using the magnetization-prepared rapid gradient echo (MPRAGE) sequence
(TR/TE = 2500/3.5 ms, FA = 8°, thickness = 1.0 mm, slices = 192, matrix = 256 × 256,
FOV = 256 mm). fMRI and T1-weighted images were preprocessed using the Connectome
Computation System (CCS: http://lfcd.psych.ac.cn/ccs.html) (Zuo et al., 2013).

T1 Image Preprocessing
Individual T1 images were first processed with a spatially adaptive non-local mean filter
(Zuo and Xing, 2011) and submitted into the recon-all routine in FreeSurfer 5.1 (http://
surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu) to extract the brain tissues. All individual anatomical brain
images were transformed into the MNI152 standard space (using FNIRT in FSL) and
averaged to generate a group-specific anatomical template. To account for individual
differences in geometric configuration of the brain across the lifespan, this group-specific
template was used to refine the registration.
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Resting-state fMRI Preprocessing
Resting-state fMRI image processing consisted of 1) discarding the first 5 EPI volumes from
each scan to allow for MRI signal equilibration; 2) correcting for slice timing differences; 3)
correcting for rigid head motion; 4) estimating a rigid transformation from individual
functional space to the corresponding anatomical space (using FLIRT in FSL) and
conducting a non-linear transformation between individual anatomical space to the group-
specific anatomical template; 5) normalizing the 4D data to a global mean intensity of
10000; and 6) band-pass temporal filtering (0.01-0.1 Hz). The preprocessed data were used
in subsequent individual-level ICA analyses in gRAICAR. For functional connectivity
analyses, prior to the band-pass temporal filtering, the mean time series from the white
matter and ventricle (estimated from FreeSurfer anatomical parcellations) were regressed
out from the time series on each voxel in the data for each subject. Furthermore, to reduce
the impact of head motion on functional connectivity analysis, the Friston 24-parameter
model (Yan et al., 2013) was used to regress out the head motion time series estimated in
step 3).

gRAICAR Network Mining Analysis
The algorithm of gRAICAR (Yang et al., 2012) was applied to the preprocessed data for the
purpose of finding a one-to-one correspondence between component maps across different
subjects. The rationale of the one-to-one mapping is that ICA should detect similar spatial
patterns in component maps if the activity sources in the data are similar. This method
measures how strong the one-to-one correspondence is, so that it helps to reveal variations
of brain maps across subjects. For each subject, the data were decomposed into spatial
components using MELODIC (Beckmann and Smith, 2004), and the spatial maps of the
components were transformed into the MNI152 space. gRAICAR then takes the spatial
components from individual subjects and matches them across all subjects to produce a set
of group-level aligned components (ACs). For each AC, the spatial similarity metrics
between the matched components, each from a subject, are depicted in a “maximal similarity
matrix”1, reflecting how individuals or populations exhibit particular ACs. As applied here,
gRAICAR can identify systematic changes in the spatial consistency of component maps
across age and the nature of these changes can then be more directly probed with seed based
connectivity analyses.

The specific calculation steps are demonstrated in Figure 1 and more details, including the
rationale and performance evaluations for this approach have been described in Yang et al.
(2012). In the following, we briefly outline this approach.

1. The similarities between every possible pair of spatial components across the 126
subjects were collected into a full similarity matrix (Figure 1A). Our similarity
measure was normalized mutual information (NMI) (Maes et al., 1997).

2. The NMI values were standardized (SNMI) so that the similarity strengths could be
reliably compared across different pairs of subjects and to make the results more
robust against noise (Figure 1B and 1E; Yang et al., 2012).

3. The components were given “popularity ranks” according to a centrality measure of
the subject community. The purpose of ranking the components was so that, it
starts the process with components that are more likely to be found across all
subjects in the population when the next step matches the most similar components
across subjects. Details of this step are presented in Appendix A.

1The “maximal similarity matrix” was called “reproducibility matrix” in Yang et al., 2012.
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4. For each subject, we identified the component with the highest SNMI to the initial
component – the highest ranked component in step 3 (Figure 1E and 1F). The
identified components and the initial components composed an aligned component
(AC). The SNMI values between these components were extracted from the full
similarity matrix to generate the “maximal similarity matrix” for this AC (Figure
1G and 1H), which depicts how robust this AC can be found in each subject. These
components were excluded from further searching iterations regardless of their
“popularity rank”. This searching processing was then repeated with the highest
remaining ranked component until all components ranked with popularity were
aligned to ACs.

5. The spatial map of each AC was obtained by averaging the individual component
maps, weighted by their mean SNMI values in the maximal similarity matrix
(Figure 1H) of the given AC.

6. Since gRAICAR forces spatial components to be aligned to ACs, a nonparametric
permutation test was conducted to estimate the confidence level of assigning a
component to an AC, based on which all subjects were categorized into
“significant” or “insignificant” in their contributions to the AC. Details of this step
are presented in Appendix B.

Network stability across the Lifespan
To examine the variation of an AC across the lifespan, we first examined the change of the
subject centrality with increasing age across all subjects using a regression model. Since
there was significant correlation between head motion and age (see Figure S2A), we
included the meanFD and sex of the subjects as nuisance regressors in the model.
Furthermore, we grouped all 126 subjects into five age groups, including <15, 16-25, 26-45,
46-65, and >65 groups, to allow for an examination of the age-related changes of inter-
subject reproducibility. The corresponding sample size for each group is: 20, 35, 28, 25, and
18. For a given age group, the within-group maximal similarity matrix was extracted from
the original maximal similarity matrix for the AC by including all SNMI values between
every pair of subjects within this age range. The mean of all the SNMI values within this
group-wise maximal similarity matrix led to a precise measure of within-group
reproducibility for the AC. We also computed the Ratio of Significant Subjects (RSS) within
each age group. The change of this value across the five age groups reflected the trend in
fractions of subjects who possess the given network. The above two measures were used to
examine the lifespan changes for each AC derived by gRAICAR, motivating and providing
targets for further trajectory examination of the functional connectome architecture across
the lifespan.

Post-hoc analyses
Once gRAICAR identified networks with significant age effects, several post-hoc analyses
were performed. A direct comparison of components exhibiting different lifespan
trajectories was conducted to infer their cross-lifespan interaction. The robustness of the
findings was further examined using subject-specific ICA analyses with varying numbers of
components. To further confirm and interpret the findings from ICA, voxel-based
correlation comparisons were performed to test whether the age effects remained in the
relationships between regional time series. Details for each of these analyses are described
with the results.
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RESULTS
In this report we refer to the ICA components in our gRAICAR analyses as “intrinsic
connectivity networks” – sometimes shortened to “networks”. Intrinsic connectivity
networks are defined as spatially distributed network of regions exhibiting a moderate to
high degree of temporally correlated spontaneous (intrinsic) fluctuations (Kelly et al., 2012,
Box 1). ICA decomposes the brain into spatial maps (components) whose constituent
regions share common temporal fluctuations. While we limit our use of the term “network”
to spatial components largely distributed within the gray matter to avoid the confusion of
calling a noise component (e.g., white matter or cerebrospinal fluid) as a functional network,
we recognize the limitation of the terminology. The intrinsic connectivity networks
estimated from gRAICAR aren’t required to contain distinct spatial locations. To address
this limitation, we further conducted a series of post-hoc analyses to verify the observation
of spatially distinct “networks” by quantifying their temporal correlations.

gRAICAR Uncovers Lifespan Dynamics of the Functional Connectome and Differentiates
the PCU and DMN

gRAICAR detected five ACs that were reliably found in nearly all of the subjects (i.e., RSS
> 97%) and 13 ACs with a RSS between 10% and 80%, amongst which 12 demonstrated
brain regions that were distributed across gray matter (Figure S1). Amongst these 12 ACs,
we found two spatially overlapping networks that differed with respect to age dependence.
One network was the DMN, and the other was composed of the PCU and the dorsal PCC
(referred as PCU-dPCC network). A comparison between the DMN and the PCU-dPCC
network is presented in Figure 2. With a threshold of |Z| > 2 (i.e., the weighted average Z
score of individual spatial maps) and cluster size > 540 mm3, a cluster in the ventral PCU
(vPCU) was detected in both networks. Beyond this cluster, the PCU-dPCC network (Figure
2A) encompassed two additional clusters: the dorsal PCU (dPCU) and the dPCC; the DMN
(Figure 2B) was found to contain four clusters: the ventral PCC, the ventral medial
prefrontal cortex, and the left and right inferior parietal cortex. These seven clusters are
labeled in Figure 2C. The inter-subject maximal similarity matrix for each network (left-
bottom panels in Figure 2A, B) depicts cross-subject consistency by showing similarity
measures between every pair of individual component maps for the corresponding network.

We found that the PCU-dPCC network (Figure 2A) demonstrated age-related decreases in
subject centrality: the regression coefficient of age was beta = −0.480 (p < 10−5, adjusted R2

= 0.234), indicating that the confidence or ability of identifying a component resembling the
PCU-dPCC network diminishes with age. This tendency was also clearly reflected by the
within-group mean similarity (Spearman’s correlation coefficient with age = −1.000, p =
0.017) and the within-group RSS (Chi-square = 10.680, p = 0.030). Specifically, all subjects
under 15 years old have the PCU-dPCC network and more than 80% of the subjects between
16 and 25 years old showed a significant match to the PCU-dPCC network. The RSS was
reduced to approximately 60% in subjects between 26 and 65 years old. In subjects of 66-85
years old, the RSS fell to 50%. In contrast, we found that the AC representing the DMN
(Figure 2B) was highly consistent in all of the age groups, as reflected by all three of the
following metrics: the correlation coefficient between subject centrality and age was beta =
0.001 (p = 0.990, adjusted R2 = −0.010), the Spearman’s correlation coefficient between the
within-group mean similarity and age was −0.300 (p=0.683), and the Chi-square statistic for
the within-group RSS was 5.750 (p = 0.220). These findings suggest that the PCU-dPCC
network is strongly age-dependent, while the DMN is relatively stable across the lifespan.
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Lifespan Trajectory Analysis Shows the Segregation of the DMN and PCU-dPCC Networks
is Age-dependent

A follow-up question is why the PCU-dPCC network becomes unlikely to be identified with
increasing age. It is furthermore unclear what happens to the functional roles of the dPCC
and dPCU with aging. We hypothesize that the functional role of the PCU-dPCC network
integrates with that of the DMN as age increases, so that they tend to behave like a single
functional network. To examine this hypothesis, we performed a voxel-wise lifespan
trajectory analysis of the DMN based on constituent individual spatial maps of the
associated components. With gRAICAR, we identified the components representing the
DMN from each subject, the spatial maps (voxel-wise Z-scores) of which were then fitted
using linear regression against age, sex, and meanFD. The resultant regression coefficient
map was thresholded voxel-wise with p < 0.01 and by cluster sizes > 20 voxel (540 mm3),
giving an overall significance at p < 0.05 (multiple comparison corrected).

As shown in Figure 3, we detected two clusters that respectively overlapped with the dPCC
and PCU regions in the PCU-dPCC network (Figure 3A-B). Both clusters exhibited
significant positive linear relationships with age. For the first cluster that overlapped with
the dPCC in the PCU-dPCC network, age had a positive regression coefficient with the
mean Z-scores (beta = 0.4338, p < 10−5, adjusted R2 = 0.182, see Figure 3C). The positive
effect of age was also significant in the second cluster that overlapped with the PCU (beta =
0.285, p = 0.001; adjusted R2 = 0.074), but the effect size was smaller. These observations
indicate that the contribution of these voxels to the DMN becomes stronger with increasing
age. The fact that they overlapped with the PCU-dPCC network explains why a component
representing the PCU-dPCC network becomes more and more unlikely to be separated from
the component representing the DMN with increasing age, and further suggests that the
functional role of the PCU-dPCC network, especially the dPCC, tends to approximate that of
the DMN with aging.

The Segregation of the DMN and PCU-dPCC Networks Diminishes with Aging and is
Robust to Component Numbers in ICA

We employed a template-matching analysis to more directly evaluate the age-dependent
segregation between the DMN and PCU-dPCC networks, and to verify the robustness of
their separation in ICA. A key issue of ICA-based approaches to fMRI data is that different
choices for the number of components may lead to different degrees of merging or splitting
amongst components. To verify that the PCU-dPCC network and the DMN are robustly
separable into different networks, we examined whether various settings of the number of
components could affect the results.

Using MELODIC, we performed multiple runs of ICA analysis on each subject by varying
the number of components from 20 to 100 in intervals of 5 (i.e., 17 choices of number of
components). We first applied gRAICAR only to 11 subjects aged 30-40 with the number of
components set to 60, which is the value closest to the mean of the automatically estimated
number of components from MELODIC (58.3 ± 5.1). From the resultant gRAICAR ACs,
we manually identified those representing the DMN and the PCU-dPCC networks and used
their spatial maps as reference maps. Next, we computed the correlation coefficients
between the reference maps and the spatial maps of all sets of independent components
obtained with different choices of number of components. Within each set of components,
we identified the components with the maximal correlation coefficient to the DMN and the
PCU-dPCC reference maps. If the same component was identified for both reference maps,
it was assigned to the reference map with stronger correlation, and the second best-matching
component was assigned to the other reference map. This search procedure was conducted
for each subject and each choice of the number of components.
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The maximal correlation coefficients associated with the identified components are
presented in Figure 4 in two matrices, one for the DMN and the other for the PCU-dPCC
network. The rows of the matrices denote different choices for the number of components,
and the columns represent different subjects ranked by their ages. The maximal correlation
coefficients associated with the DMN were consistently high (ranging from 0.3 to 0.5,
p<10−5 for 0.3) across both the lifespan and different settings of number of components
(Figure 4A). In contrast, the maximal correlation coefficients found in the PCU-dPCC
network exhibited relatively high consistency primarily for subjects under 46 years old,
which was preserved as long as the number of components was larger than 30. For older
subjects, the maximal correlation coefficients were not consistent across subjects, and such
an inconsistency was not influenced by varying the number of components (Figure 4B).
Therefore, these findings demonstrate a robust difference in the lifespan dynamics between
the PCU-dPCC and the DMN across a wide choices of number of components, indicating
that the separation of the two networks is not likely a result of over-splitting due to
inaccurate estimation of the number of components. More importantly, by showing results
from individual subjects, these findings support the age-dependent segregation between the
DMN and PCU-dPCC networks, as proposed above.

In summary, using gRAICAR and two post-hoc analyses on individual ICA results, we
found that a PCU-dPCC network can be separated from the DMN in resting-state fMRI data,
and that the segregation of the two networks decreases with age. Some studies reported
decreased DMN activity with aging. In light of the discrepancies in current aging and brain
development literatures concerning whether the PCU ought be considered as a component of
the DMN, our findings suggest the possibility that the PCU-dPCC network exhibits a
stronger age-dependence, while the DMN is relatively stable across the lifespan. We
conducted post-hoc functional connectivity analyses, aiming to further examine this
suggestion and interpret the findings from ICA.

Voxel-wise Functional Connectivity Validates the Segregation between the DMN and PCU-
dPCC networks

We used functional connectivity, measured using Pearson’s correlation coefficient, to verify
the lifespan-dynamic separation of the two networks. For each subject, the time series from
each voxel within the clusters shown in Figure 2C were extracted to construct a functional
connectivity matrix, characterizing both intra- and inter-network functional connectivity
(i.e., intraNFC and interNFC). The correlation coefficients in the matrices were converted
into Fisher’s Z values. To demonstrate the structure of the functional connectivity matrices,
we show a matrix that was obtained by averaging the functional connectivity matrices from
individual subjects (Figure 5). For each subject, the interNFC between the PCU-dPCC and
the DMN networks was calculated by averaging the Fisher’s Z values in the upper-right
corners of the functional connectivity matrix (Figure 5). The intraNFC for the PCU-dPCC
network was computed by averaging the Fisher’s Z values located in the intersection of the
PCU and dPCC clusters in the matrix; the intraNFC for the DMN network was computed by
averaging across all of the intersections between the ventral PCC, ventral medial frontal
cortex, and the bilateral inferior parietal cortex clusters (Figure 5). The interNFC between
the DMN and the PCU-dPCC networks was highly significant (mean Fisher’s Z value =
0.15, r = 0.14, p < 10−5), suggesting that the two networks strongly co-vary when measured
using correlation coefficients. More statistical results are described in Inline Supplementary
Text 1.

We examined the segregation of the two networks by comparing their lifespan-related
changes in intraNFC. The intraNFC of the DMN and PCU-dPCC networks were regressed
against age. The meanFD and sex of the subjects were included as nuisance regressors in the
model. In addition to the above model, we further ruled out the impact from within-cluster
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local homogeneity (correlations across voxels in the same cluster) on the long-distance
functional connectivity by dividing the intraNFC by the mean of the Fisher’s Z scores
located within the intra-cluster partitions of the matrices. The resultant measures were
denoted as the relative intraNFC; age-effect fitting was repeated with these measures with
the same covariates included. The interNFC between the two networks were also examined
as above.

We found that the intraNFC of the PCU-dPCC network showed a significant negative linear
relationship with age (beta = −0.417, p < 10−5, see Figure 6A), and the linear model
explained a significant part of variance of the PCU-dPCC intraNFC (adjusted R2 = 0.159, F
= 8.880, p = 0.0002). The linear age effect on the intraNFC of the DMN was less significant
(beta=−0.227, p=0.026, see Figure 6C), and the linear model was marginally significant
(adjusted R2 = 0.038, F = 2.645, p = 0.052). The intraNFC of the DMN and the PCU-dPCC
network was directly compared using a linear regression model that predicts age based on
intraNFC of DMN, intraNFC of PCU-dPCC, and their interactions. Results showed that the
intraNFC of PCU-dPCC had a significantly more negative correlation with age when
compared to the intraNFC of DMN (t = −2.366, p = 0.020).

The relative intraNFC of the PCU-dPCC network again showed a significant negative linear
relationship with age (beta = −0.267, p = 0.008, Figure 5B), and the linear model was
significant (adjusted R2 = 0.067, F = 3.987, p = 0.010). In contrast, the age effect on the
relative intraNFC for DMN was not significant (beta = −0.062, p = 0.546, Figure 5D), and
the linear model was not significant (adjusted R2 = −0.003, F = 0.873, p = 0.457). A direct
comparison showed that the difference between the relative intraNFC between PCU-dPCC
and DMN was marginally significant (t = −1.8260, p = 0.070). Neither the interNFC nor the
relative interNFC was significantly correlated with age (p > 0.1).

Taken together, our functional connectivity analyses suggest that the DMN and the PCU-
dPCC network have different functional characteristics across the lifespan, despite their
spatial overlap and temporal correlation. While the functional connectivity pattern of the
DMN is stable across the lifespan, the functional connectivity of the PCU-dPCC network
appears to significantly diminish with age. These observations verify the findings from
gRAICAR in terms of temporal correlation between the regions in the networks.

DISCUSSION
This study provides insight regarding the dynamics of the brain’s intrinsic functional
architecture across the lifespan. Using a data-mining approach based on higher-order
statistics and post-hoc validation analyses, we found an age-related weakening of a
functional network consisting of the PCU and the dPCC. This network exhibits both spatial
overlap and temporal correlations in spontaneous fluctuations of BOLD signals with another
frequently reported resting-state network, the DMN. However, the spatial pattern of the
DMN remains stable over the lifespan. Further investigation showed the segregation of the
two networks decreases with age, suggesting their functional integration with aging. The
cross-lifespan functional segregation between the two networks was further supported by
subsequent functional connectivity analyses. Therefore, our results provide the first evidence
showing the segregation of the PCU and DMN is age-linked, suggesting that these brain
networks are functionally distinct and exhibit separable dynamics across the lifespan. The
interpretation of these observations and a possible inter-network dynamic model are
discussed below.

gRAICAR detected 12 aligned components, representing spatial patterns of intrinsic
connectivity networks. We ran the age linear regression on all of these networks. A
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correction for multiple component comparisons would require a p < 0.05/12. All of our
presented statistical effects are still significant with this correction. For all post-hoc
analyses, we are essentially calculating two statistics (one for the PCU-dPCC and one for the
DMN). All the statistical findings showing significant age-dependence of the PCU-dPCC
network are robust enough to survive after a correction for two comparisons (p < 0.05/2).

The Complexity of Lifespan Brain Function: Methodological Advantages of gRAICAR
Working as a complex network at multiple temporal and spatial scales (Bullmore and
Sporns, 2009, 2012), the human brain exhibits structural changes across the lifespan
(Hogstrom et al., 2012; Ziegler et al., 2012), implying corresponding changes in function.
However, comprehensive investigations of human brain function across the lifespan are
challenging due to considerable individual variability in both brain structure and function.
Importantly, functional networks in the brain are mutually related. Correlated networks with
distinct functions could be grouped into a single large network by correlation-based
analyses. ICA offers one powerful tool for disentangling overlapping/correlated intrinsic
connectivity networks. Here, we applied a fully data-driven ICA-based method (gRAICAR)
that addresses these problems. gRAICAR provides a data-mining tool that facilitates the
discovery of subgroups and the existence of heterogeneous subject communities with two
advantages: 1) Individual ICA decomposes functional data into spatial components showing
different temporal dynamics without a priori assumption on which brain regions form an
intrinsic connectivity network. This approach helps to reveal spatial patterns of highly
coherent networks; and 2) gRAICAR does not assume that all of the subjects share the same
set of components, making it possible to detect components that are consistent or
inconsistent across subjects. These advantages make it suitable for generating specific
hypotheses to be further tested.

A recent study argued that the algorithms for ICA decomposition that are most effective for
fMRI data actually derive effectively sparse components, rather than independent
components (Daubechies et al., 2009). This argument suggests that the spatial components
from ICA are not necessarily independent and that the sparsity of the component is more
influential to the decomposition (Daubechies et al., 2009). They demonstrated that the
FastICA algorithms used in MELODIC could capture, with considerable accuracy, fine-
grained spatial variability in intrinsic connectivity networks. Thus, if correct, this argument
does not invalidate the application of ICA to fMRI data; instead, it suggests the utility of
ICA even when assumptions regarding the spatial independence of component sources are
not strictly met. Importantly, the extent to which ICA selects for maximal sparsity vs.
independence in fMRI is still a source of ongoing debate (Calhoun et al., 2013), and merits
continued attention in future research.

A Default and Relatively Stable Network Pattern across the Lifespan
gRAICAR detected a relatively stable overall pattern of the DMN over the lifespan. This
network has been demonstrated to be consistently present in humans (Fox et al., 2005;
Greicius et al., 2003), monkeys (Hutchison et al., 2011; Mantini et al., 2011; Vincent et al.,
2007) and rats (Upadhyay et al., 2011). Such a robust cross-species presence of the DMN
suggests that it could have a role in supporting fundamental brain function and may
orchestrate various universal properties of the brain connectome observed across multiple
species.

Several previous studies have reported age-related functional connectivity changes in the
DMN (Damoiseaux et al., 2008; Mevel et al., 2013; Sambataro et al., 2010; Schlee et al.,
2012). Our results do not conflict with these reports, since there is no clear definition of the
functional anatomy of the DMN to-date, and many aging studies consider the PCU and PCC
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as a single component in the DMN. Our gRAICAR results showed that the PCU component
has considerable overlap with the PCC region in the DMN component (Figure 2C), and our
functional connectivity analysis showed significant correlation between the PCU-dPCC and
DMN networks (Figure 5). Given these observations, it is potential that the different
functional roles of the PCU and PCC were mixed up, especially when a large degree of
spatial smoothing was applied. In the present work, a relevant observation is that we
observed distinct lifespan trajectories of the intraNFC of PCU-dPCC and DMN, but failed to
detect significant age effect on the interNFC between the networks. These results, however,
do not conflict with the observations from literature on ICA and intraNFC. It is possible that
only the functional connectivity between the PCU and dPCC (intraNFC) decreases with age,
so that the PCU-dPCC network becomes less likely to be separated in ICA. However, when
calculating the interNFC (which, here, collapsed across relationships between all voxels in
each network), the age effect on intraNFC may have been cancelled out by the high
correlation between other regions that do not have a clear age effect. Thus, the age effect
may only be observed when separating the networks to investigate the intraNFC. These
results also echo the power of this exploratory method, since without properly separating the
two networks. A seed-based correlation analysis may have overlooked the potential lifespan
changes.

Lifespan Dynamics of the Precuneus
Compared to the DMN, the PCU-dPCC network varies dynamically across the human
lifespan. The PCU belongs to the multimodal association cortex, with connections to various
unimodal and sensory modal cortices, and thus potentially serves as a core area for
facilitating neuronal communication with rich behavioral correlates (Cavanna and Trimble,
2006; van den Heuvel et al., 2012). Recent studies have clearly separated the PCU from
DMN in resting-state fMRI data in young populations (Power et al., 2011; Stevens et al.,
2009; Yeo et al., 2011; Zuo et al., 2010). Our results replicate these findings using a
different approach.

We found that the robustness of this network was greatly reduced during aging, echoing its
age-related reductions in both structural (Fjell et al., 2012; Kochunov et al., 2011) and
functional features (Biswal et al., 2010; Filippini et al., 2012; Rodrigue et al., 2012; Tomasi
and Volkow, 2012; Zuo et al., 2012). These observations may reflect the neural correlates of
age-related decline in high-order cognitive functions, including visuo-spatial imagery and
episodic memory retrieval (Greenwood et al., 1993; Park et al., 2013), which have been
associated with this functional component (Cavanna and Trimble, 2006; Margulies et al.,
2009; Zhang and Li, 2012).

Our investigation of the lifespan dynamics of DMN spatial maps provides some insight into
how the PCU-dPCC network functionally re-organizes while it appears to weaken over the
lifespan. The observation that the regions identified in the PCU-dPCC network, especially
the dPCC, exhibited an age-related increasing contribution to the DMN suggests that the
PCU and dPCC become increasingly functionally integrated into the DMN with age. Our
interpretation of this observation is that part of the dPCC function characterized by the PCU-
dPCC network diminishes with age, becoming functionally closer to the DMN. Recent
studies on the functions of the PCC have lent support to this hypothesis: converging
evidence has shown that the PCC serves multiple roles (Pearson et al., 2011), and Leech et
al. (2011) found that the dPCC is not only integrated in the DMN but is also functionally
connected to distributed networks associated with behavior control, proposing that the dPCC
is actively involved in managing externally directed attention. This basic cognitive
component is required by the higher-order functions facilitated by the precuneus, such as
attention shifting, memory retrieval, and spatial coordination. More importantly,
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degeneration of these functions is frequently observed with normal aging (Lithfous et al.,
2013). In addition, the functional degeneration of the precuneus is also frequently reported
(Biswal et al., 2010; Filippini et al., 2012; Rodrigue et al., 2012; Tomasi and Volkow, 2012;
Zuo et al., 2012), echoing our observation that a region in dPCU functionally merges into
the DMN.

Therefore, our observations suggest a dynamic model between the DMN and the PCU-dPCC
network: the PCU may have a particular functional role that is related to but separable from
the DMN in youth, as demonstrated by Yeo et al. (2011) and Power et al. (2011), and this
functional role diminishes with increasing age. The “posterior cingulate cortex-precuneus”
structure that has been frequently considered a functionally homogenous “hub” within the
DMN (Fransson and Marrelec, 2008) may, in fact, have multiple functional roles that exhibit
different lifespan dynamics due to structural and functional reorganization of the aging
brain. A supporting evidence was provided by Damoiseaux et al. (2008), who showed an
separation between a “posterior” and an “anterior” DMN using tensorial ICA (Beckmann
and Smith, 2005). The “posterior” DMN mainly covered PCU, while the “anterior” DMN
mainly covered PCC, ventral medial prefrontal cortex, and bilateral inferior parietal cortex.
Both components showed difference between young and aged subjects.

Many behavioral and cognitive functions have been attributed to the “posterior cingulate
cortex-precuneus” structure, such as self-related cognition (Whitfield-Gabrieli et al., 2011),
awareness (Philippi et al., 2012), spatial cognition (Dean and Platt, 2006), learning and
memory (Maddock et al., 2001), mind-wandering (Mason et al., 2008), evaluative functions
(Hayden et al., 2008), and change-detection (Pearson et al., 2011). With normal aging, some
of these cognitive functions (e.g., spatial cognition and memory) exhibit significant
impairment (Craik and Salthouse, 1992), while others remain stable (Mevel et al., 2013).
Our dynamic model of the DMN and PCU-dPCC networks helps to explain these
phenomena.s

Impacts of Head Motion
It has been argued that some functional connectivity findings are biased due to subject head
motion (Power et al., 2012a, b). This issue is even more critical in lifespan studies, since the
degree of head motion is correlated with age. Indeed, we observed a strong positive
correlation between age and meanFD (r = 0.49, p < 10−5, see Figure S2A). To address this
issue, we have made the following efforts to reduce or control for the impact of head
motion. First, we excluded all subjects with excessive head motion (max displacement >
2mm, max rotation > 2 degree or meanFD > 0.5). Second, we employed the Friston 24-
parameter model to reduce the effect of head motion on voxel-wise time series. This model
has been demonstrated to be more effective in removing head motion effects (Yan et al.,
2013), at the cost of hurting the statistical power in functional connectivity analyses. Third,
we repeated gRAICAR analysis and functional connectivity analyses on a motion-matched
subset of subjects with meanFD between 0.071 and 0.158 (n = 68). The correlation between
age and meanFD in this subset was not significant (r = 0.203, p = 0.100, see Figure S2B),
and there was no significant main effect of age on the meanFD when we categorized the
subjects into five age groups as before (F = 2.040, p = 0.073). We were able to replicate both
the gRAICAR and the functional connectivity results we observed in the original dataset
(see Figure S3-4), although the effect size was reduced with smaller sample size. Therefore,
we argue that even though head motion is strongly correlated with age in the dataset, our
results do not seem to be caused by head motion, at least linearly. The non-linear effect of
head motion remains to be further explored, preferably using a large sample of longitudinal
data acquired across the lifespan design (Nooner et al., 2012).
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It also worth noting that our meanFD exclusion and matching of subjects does not
necessarily solve the problem that different groups may have qualitatively different patterns
of movement. Since the movement patterns are not represented in a meaningful measure,
they may be left unaccounted for in quantifying motion-related group differences.

Limitations and Future Directions
Several limitations should be acknowledged while interpreting our results. First, although
we demonstrated lifespan consistency of the overall spatial pattern for the DMN, our results
should not be interpreted as solid evidence supporting lifespan stability all network
connections within the DMN. Instead, our results highlight an intrinsic PCU-dPCC network
that is functionally related to the DMN and yet more variable than the DMN over the
lifespan. This is because gRAICAR only examines the inter-subject consistency of the
global spatial patterns of individual networks and is not designed to detect small changes in
functional connectivity strength with age between pairs of brain regions.

Second, the sample sizes of different age groups are not equal in this dataset, with more
subjects in young adulthood compared to children and aged subjects. This may have biased
our results, especially in terms of the lifespan stability of the DMN. Accordingly, we have
discussed this issue above, and this is not the main point of this work. Our comparisons
between the DMN and PCU-dPCC networks should be less affected by this issue since the
impact should be cancelled out, although more investigation is need to clarify the impact of
this issue to comparisons between intrinsic connectivity networks.

Lastly, the cortical atrophy makes spatial normalization difficult for older subjects, and can
potentially decrease the signal to noise ratio of the data. This factor could explain some
variability in resting-state fMRI data across the lifespan. Therefore, further investigations
are needed to confirm the current findings.

CONCLUSIONS
Using data-driven and post-hoc hypothesis-driven analyses of resting state fMRI data, we
propose a model of the relationship between the DMN and PCU-dPCC networks across the
human lifespan. Specifically, the dPCC and vPCU are functionally connected in a PCU-
dPCC network that shows functional characteristics and lifespan dynamics that differ from
those of the DMN. With increasing age, the function of the dPCC tends to be more
integrated into the DMN. Our proposed model can be more thoroughly examined in future
studies.

Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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APPENDIX A: Computation of the “popularity rank” in gRAICAR
The previously published gRAICAR algorithm defined the initial components for the
searching process as the two components showing global maximal SNMI values in the full
similarity matrix (Yang et al., 2012). To enhance the robustness against spuriously high
SNMI values, the current version’s “popularity rank” considers the similarities across all
subjects. The procedure is demonstrated in Figure 1A-D. In each row of each subject block
of the full similarity matrix, we converted the NMI values into Z scores (mean = 0, standard
deviation = 1, Fig. 1B). The matrix in Figure 1B is not symmetric. The local maximum in
each row of each subject block was then identified, and other values were set to zero (Figure
1C). Each row in the matrix represents a component, and the local maxima on each row
indicate how well the component represented in the current row matches to a component
from every other subject. By multiplying the transpose of this matrix to itself (Figure 1D),
we eliminated the cases such as where component 1 from subject 1 has the maximal
similarity to component 2 among all components in subject 2, but component 2 in subject 2
has the maximal similarity to component 3 among all from subject 1. While unidirectional
relationships are considered weak for the popularity ranking, but these components may still
align with each other in step 4. Summing up the values across each row, we obtained a
popularity value for each component, indicating its consistency across all subjects in terms
of strength of bi-directional correspondence.

APPENDIX B: Permutation tests to estimate the confidence level of
assigning a component to an AC

One component was first randomly chosen from each subject to form a null-AC and the
SNMI values between each pair of components in the null-AC were used to form a null-
consistency matrix. Within the null-consistency matrix, the maximal SNMI metric in each
row was collected. Since each row represents a subject, this value indicates the maximum
SNMI a subject can get, if a random component from this subject were aligned to the
components from other subjects. The procedure was repeated 1000 times to estimate the
distribution of the maximal possible SNMI measures for each subject. This distribution was
used to assign a probability that each subject’s component within each aligned component
was within the null-distribution of the maximal SNMI. The 50th percentile of the null-
distribution indicates a statistical expectation of the maximal SNMI a given subject can
attain, and it was therefore used as a threshold of significant subject mean SNMI (subject
centrality in a weighted graph). A supra-threshold subject mean SNMI indicated that the
current alignment achieved the best expectations of inter-subject consistency. All subjects
were then categorized as “significant” or “insignificant” based upon their contributions to
the AC.
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HIGHLIGHTS

• A precuneus intrinsic connectivity network is separated from the default
network.

• The precuneus network overlaps and temporally correlated with the default
network.

• The precuneus-dominated network pattern diminishes with aging.

• The default network pattern is relatively stable across the lifespan.

• The precuneus network converges with the default network with aging.
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Figure 1. A graphical illustration of the gRAICAR algorithm on three exemplar subjects
(A) The full similarity matrix (FSM) containing normalized mutual information (NMI)
metrics between every possible pair of independent components (ICs) from different
subjects. The purple lines separate ICs from different subjects, forming subject blocks in the
FSM. ICs from different subjects are labeled using different colors. (B) The NMI metrics in
the FSM are standardized into Z-scores within each row in each subject block. The resultant
matrix, Zrow, is an asymmetric matrix. (C) The maximal values within each row in each
subject block are identified, and all other values are set to zeros, forming a matrix Zmax. (D)
Zmax is multiplied by its transpose, yielding a matrix W. In this step, the NMI values are set
to zero in uni-directional correspondence cases, such as IC3 of subject 1 has the maximal
similarity to IC3 among all components in subject 2, but the IC3 of subject 2 has the
maximal similarity to IC2 among all from subject 1, as demonstrated in (C). The symmetric
matrix W reflects only bi-directional correspondence between ICs from different subjects.
Summing up the values in W along each row gives a value of popularity for each
component, indicating its consistency across all subjects in terms of strength of bi-
directional correspondence. The ICs from all subjects are ranked according to this popularity
value. (E) The Zrow matrix in (B) is added to its own transpose to yield the matrix in (E),
which contains (A) standardized NMI (SNMI), a metric reflecting the specificity of each
NMI similarity value within all values within a subject block. The component with top
popularity from (D), which is represented using a red line in this SNMI matrix, is used to
align ICs from different subjects. (F) The local maximum in each subject block along the red
line (top ranked component) is identified, as indicated by orange lines. The ICs
corresponding to the local maxima are labeled at the edges of the matrix, with each color
indicating a different subject. (G) The SNMI between every pair of the matched ICs is found
in the cross between red and orange lines. (H) The SNMI values between the identified ICs
are collected in the matrix, generating a maximal similarity matrix for the current group-
level aligned component (AC). The selected ICs are then removed from the rank in (D) and
the SNMI matrix in (E). The search continues from (E), until the component popularity rank
is empty.
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Figure 2. Different lifespan dynamics in the PCU-dPCC network and the DMN revealed by
gRAICAR
(A) The PCU-dPCC network dominated by the dorsal and ventral precuneus and the dorsal
posterior cingulate cortex; (B) the DMN consisting of the ventral posterior cingulate cortex,
ventral precuneus, left and right inferior parietal cortex, and medial prefrontal cortex. In
both (A) and (B), the group level spatial maps representing the intrinsic connectivity
networks are shown on the top-left corners. The maps are thresholded at |Z| > 2 (i.e., the
weighted average score from the Z scores of the individual spatial maps). The
reproducibility matrices depicting the inter-subject consistency are shown on the bottom-left
corners, where the subjects represented in both horizontal and vertical axes are sorted
according to age. While the PCU-dPCC network shows decreasing consistency with age, the
DMN does not show such a tendency. The subject centrality metrics are plotted against age
(top-right), where the horizontal axis indicates age. Compared to the PCU-dPCC network,
the DMN shows a stable subject centrality with increasing age. The lifespan is then divided
into five age groups. The within age-group mean similarity plots are shown in the right-
middle panels, and the within age-group ratios of significant subjects (RSS) are shown in the
bottom-right corners in (A) and (B). These two metrics reflect age-dependency in the PCU-
dPCC network, but not in the DMN. (C) The locations of the clusters defined in the DMN
and in the PCU-dPCC network are rendered and color-coded. The clusters are identified
using a thresholded at |Z| > 2 and cluster size > 540 mm3. The two networks overlap at the
ventral precuneus (the yellow region). The right panel of (C) summarizes the memberships
of these clusters.
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Figure 3. Clusters showing age effects across individual-subject DMN spatial maps
In panels A-B, red color renders clusters whose contribution to the DMN spatial map exhibit
significantly positive correlation with age. Regions in purple represent the PCU and dPCC
clusters identified in the PCU-dPCC network. Yellow color indicates the overlap between
the red clusters and purple regions. Clusters overlap with the PCU-dPCC regions are circled
and labeled. Panels C and D plot the linear fittings between the mean Z scores in these two
clusters and age.
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Figure 4. Maximal correlation coefficients between individual ICs and reference spatial
templates
(A) Maximal correlation coefficients for the DMN network; (B) maximal correlation
coefficients for the PCU-dPCC network. The horizontal axes represent individual subjects
sorted by ascending age, and the vertical axes indicate different choices for the number of
components in the individual ICA. The reference spatial templates are defined by applying
gRAICAR to 11 subjects between 30 and 40 years old with the number of components set to
60 for the individual subject ICA. The black rectangles around ‘REF’ indicate the subjects
used to generate the gRAICAR reference template. The maximal correlation coefficients for
the DMN network are consistent across all subjects and across different settings for the
number of components, while those for the PCU-dPCC network showed a decreasing trend
with age. This tendency is preserved with different choices of number of components when
they are larger than 30.
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Figure 5. Voxel-wise functional connectivity matrices depicting intra-network functional
connectivity and inter-network functional connectivity
The colors in the matrix indicate Fisher’s Z-scores for correlation coefficients. Since the Z
scores are all positive here, the negative range is not shown here. Each row or column in the
matrices represents a voxel (total voxels = 811). The white dashed lines segment voxels
from different clusters. Abbreviations in the cluster labels are: dPCU, dorsal precuneus;
vPCU, ventral precuneus; vPCC, ventral posterior cingulate cortex; dPCC, dorsal posterior
cingulate cortex; vmPFC, ventral medial prefrontal cortex; l-IP, left inferior parietal cortex;
and r-IP, right inferior parietal cortex. The partitions representing the interNFC, the
intraNFC of PCU-dPCC network, and the intraNFC of DMN are highlighted with labels and
solid lines.
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Figure 6. Linear cross-lifespan trajectories of intra-network functional connectivity in the DMN
and PCU-dPCC networks
The black dots represent functional connectivity measured from individual subjects. The red
lines indicate linear fitting of age effects, taking into account the nuisance effects from head
micromovements (meanFD) and sex. The green dashed curves indicate the 95% confidence
interval of the fitted line. The significance of the beta values and goodness of fitting
statistics are marked at the bottom of the plots. The plots for the PCU-dPCC network are
shown in the top row (A, B), and the bottom row shows the plots for the DMN (C, D).
Panels (A) and (C) show the intraNFC, and panels (B) and (D) show the relative intraNFC.
The values are first converted to Fisher’s Z values and further standardized into Z scores
(mean=0, standard deviation=1) for easier comparisons. For both dependent variables
(intraNFC and relative intraNFC), the PCU-dPCC network shows a stronger negative
relationship with age compared with the DMN.
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